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HOBIE
BOAT
SHOWS
2018
®

Visit the Hobie Stand and see the full range of Hobie
products at the Brisbane, Melbourne, Perth and Sydney
Boat Shows.
Meet Hobie experts and our local dealers to get the best
advice on your new Hobie purchase. During the show you
can pre-order, purchase and later head back to your local
dealership to pick up your new Hobie. You’ll be out on the
water with your new Hobie in a flash.
One thing's for sure, whether you pedal it, paddle it or sail
it, you’ll love being part of the Hobie lifestyle!
BOAT SHOW DATES
Brisbane – August 24th to 26th
Melbourne – June 28th to July 1st
Perth – September 21st to 24th
Sydney – August 2nd to 6th

HOBIE MIRAGE
ECLIPSE DURA
®

Hobie’s revolutionary Mirage Eclipse standup pedalboard is now available
in an all new design, which is ideal for families, tour guides and commercial
use. This incredibly stable model, will have you flying across the water using
MirageDrive leg power to pedal the powerful underwater fins. Effortless
steering at your fingertips allows you to easily manoeuvre.
®

There’s minimal setup. Go from the beach or a boat to the water in minutes.
Ideal for cruising solo, with a partner or group excursions. The large EVA
deck pad provides carefree, high-traction footing and comfortable cushioning for all-day endurance and increased durability. The fixed aluminium
handlebar enhances balance and stability. The board is lightweight and
durable with features such as gear tie-downs, a carefree kick-up rudder,
bow handles and an option for side carry handles. The Eclipse takes standup
to a whole new level.
Available in
Twilight Blue and Sunset Red

MIRAGE ECLIPSE DURA
MRRP 10-5 $3290

MIRAGE ECLIPSE DURA
MRRP 12-0 $3390

HOBIE SUP
INFLATABLES
®

The Hobie Inflatable series makes stand up paddling fun,
portable and perfect for families or travellers. Hobie inflatables store compactly and are ready to go in minutes.
Hobie has developed Aerolam and S3 technology, in our
inflatable SUP range, delivering hard board performance
combined with the portability of an inflatable.
Coaster 10 - A high-performance design with basic
features.
Adventure 10-6 - Perfect for families and travellers the
Adventure is a versatile and stable design.
Ascend Tour 12-6 -The Ascend Tour has it all, high performance design, increased stability and portable.
Ascend Race 12-6 and 14 - Ascend Race boards are
high-performance race inspired designs that are incredibly
rigid, stable, fast and best of all portable.
Inflatable Features
• Diagonal dot pattern drop stitch construction
• Inflatable to 18 psi
• Rigid underfoot plates for added board stiffness
• High pressure spring valve for quick and easy 		
inflation/deflation
• ¾ length EVA foot pad for grip and comfort
• Built in convenient carry handle
• Removable Phase 4 surfboard fin
• Stainless steel D-rings on selected models
• Bungee tie down system on selected models

HOBIE COASTER 10

Kits Include
Inflatable SUP roller bag, 2 Phase Pump with gauge, EXP
3-piece paddle (not included in Ascend Race model), Repair
Kit.

HOBIE SUP
INFLATABLE
TECHNOLOGY
®

STAND UP PADDLE STABILITY SYSTEM
An innovative system developed by Hobie, the
S3 control plates provide additional stability
and rigidity in key areas of the board, providing
a superior paddling experience while maintaining optimal portability.

EVA PAD
1. S3 STABILITY PLATE
2. PVC TARPAULINE 1000 DENIER
3. BASE CLOTH
4. DROP STITCH
5. PVC TARPAULINE 1000 DENIER
6. PVC FABRIC 800 DENIER

AEROLAM: AERO LAMINATION
Aerolam technology is our premium inflatable
SUP construction. At the heart of all Hobie
inflatable SUPs is a diagonal drop stitch core.
The diagonal drop stitch provides for a much
higher density thread distribution verses
a standard linear drop stitch. Ultimately it
provides for a much superior core structure,
holding a better shape, preventing twisting,
and allowing for higher inflation pressures.
In addition to the core, Aerolam features a
second and stronger reinforced PVC layer,
which is hand glued directly to the core layer.
The benefits of this construction are a high performing inflatable SUP that is more durable,
can hold additional air pressure (18 psi+), and
most importantly maintains its shape.

COASTER 10
MRRP $1395

ADVENTURE 10-6
MRRP $1495

ASCEND TOUR 12-6
MRRP $1795

ASCEND RACE 12-6 ASCEND RACE 14
MRRP $1895
MRRP $1795

BEMM
RIVER
VICTORIA
HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 10
®

The 2018 Hobie Kayak Bream Series 10 started off in
style with 102 anglers entering Daiwa round one at
Bemm River in Victoria, February 10-11, 2018.
Anglers from Victoria, New South Wales, the Australian
Capital Territory and Queensland, headed to compete
in the two-day competition at the Black Bream fishing
mecca, in East Gippsland. Pre-Fish Day on the Friday,
saw anglers return to the event arena with reports of
solid fish.
Sunrise on Saturday saw anglers set off to pursue
Bemm’s famous Black Bream and it didn’t disappoint,
with the favourable, warm blustery conditions making
the fish ravenous. Anglers weighed in a total of 256 fish
and at the end of the weigh in, Jonathan Chen from the
ACT headed the 101 other anglers with a 3-fish bag of
2.85kg.
Day two dawned with very windy conditions making
it a challenge for competitors. Using the wind to his
advantage, competition leader Jonathan Chen weighed
in another winning bag of 3-fish bag of 2.71 kg, sealing
first place for his second Bemm River win.
Overall 492 fish were weighed in at a total weight of
333.44 kg. It’s no wonder Bemm River is one of the
most popular competitions on the Hobie Kayak Bream
Series tour.
For the full story, results and photos visit
www.hobiefishing.com.au

ROUND ONE

FORSTER
WALLIS LAKE NSW
HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 10
®

ROUND TWO

Rhino-Rack Round two of Hobie Kayak Bream
Series 10 saw anglers from Victoria, New South
Wales, the Australian Capital Territory, South
Australia, and Queensland, compete in the twoday competition at the oyster lease, “rack fishing”
mecca of Foster, NSW, Australia.
Pre-Fish Day on Friday, saw competitors return
to the event arena, with a reasonable number
having pulled in solid bags from the famous Foster “Racks”and the flats the system has to offer.
Forster is known for its monster oyster rack
bream, yet it is common for anglers to
find it very challenging to hook and land these
very wary fish. Port Macquarie local and the
master of rack fishing, Kris Hickson was the only
competitor to move into the 4 kilo plus range,
over the weekend, which saw him take the win.
Hickson’s day one bag was the clear standout at
2.71kg and with his day two bag, although much
lighter at 1.66kg, was still enough for his 6-fish
aggregate of 4.37kg to snatch the win.
Kris took home a sizeable cash payout for his
weekend on the water in his Hobie Revolution 13.
For the full story, results and photos visit
www.hobiefishing.com.au

HOBIE MIRAGE
COMPASS
®

1 Rod Holders - inbuilt on port
and starboard sides.

2 Steering System - Easy grip
fingertip steering, and a spring
loaded rudder that kicks up if
you hit something. It folds flush
when travelling.

3 Hull Performance - The
Polyethylene hull is perfect for
tracking, maneuverability, and
the flat deck cockpit area is ideal
for standing.
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MRRP $2790
9 Carrying Handles - Located
midship bow and stern.

6

8

8 Two Piece Paddle - The fibreglass shaft gives you a backup
power source.

7 Seating Design - The
breathable mesh fabric is
adjustable for comfort. It has
underseat storage space and
it is removable for sitting on
shore.

6 Accessory Ready - H-Track
accessory mounts provide
no-drill customisation.

5 MirageDrive - Powered by a
Glide Technology MirageDrive.

4

Storage - Mesh covered
bow storage, stern area with
bungee tie-downs and an 8-inch
(20.3cm) round Twist and Seal
cockpit hatch.

HOBIE MIRAGE
KAYAK ACCESSORIES
®

Nocqua Pro Power Kit
Lightweight, durable, and water resistant, the Nocqua
Pro Power Kit is ideal for powering fish finders, gps
units, video cameras etc.
MRRP $224.95
Hobie Fold and Stow Cart
Hobie’s new Fold and Stow Cart weighs in at just over
2 1/2kg and is designed to make transporting your
kayak easy. It functions well on a variety of solid surfaces, and conveniently breaks down to stow inside
Hobie kayaks that are equipped with large front cargo
hatchs. Simply wheel your kayak down to the water,
break the cart down and stow it away. At the end of
the day, the cart reassembles in a matter of seconds.
MRRP $250

Hobie Livewell
The new Hobie Livewell V2 sports a fresh colour scheme,
modern lines and more built-in features than ever
before. The livewell is plug-and-play with most Hobie
kayaks.
Upgrades include: a high quality sealed marine switch
for ON/OFF control, adjustable downspout, and removable tank partitions for keeping live bait healthy and out
of hard to reach places.
MRRP $539

HOBIE SAILING
ACCESSORIES
®

HOBIE FULL AUTO HARNESS
Ideal for sailors looking for added back support and
comfort while on the trapeze. The new spreader ratcheting feature allows easy adjustment of the harness around
hips, as well as, a quick release feature to get you out of
the harness quickly.
The crotchless design features neoprene leg straps,
adjustable lumbar support, neoprene covers over side
buckles and a reinforced patch on the seat. Supplied
with a ratchet adjust 10” (25cm) stainless spreader bar.
Available in sizes - SM, MD, LG and XL
MRRP $269.95
HOBIE CONVERTIBLE HARNESS
Suitable for racers and recreational sailors where comfort, support and mobility are key. For the recreational
sailor, the half harness has enough back support to keep
you comfortable. For the racer, just add the shoulder
straps for those long days out on the trapeze where extra
back support is needed.
Features extra stiff back support, padded leg straps/
shoulder straps, neoprene covers over buckles and a
10" (25cm) stainless spreader bar. Converts from a half
harness to full harness with the addition of the included
shoulder straps.
Available in sizes - SM, MD, LG and XL
MRRP $254.95
HOBIE SKIPPERS HARNESS
Suitable for racers and recreational sailors where comfort and mobility on the trampoline is essential.
Ideal for the sailor who spends less time on the trapeze
and prefers to “sit up” rather than lean out. The unique
leg strap design combines neoprene and webbing to
eliminate chafing. Features neoprene covers over side
buckles and a 10” (25cm) stainless spreader bar.
Available in sizes - SM, MD, LG and XL
MRRP $194.95

HOBIE
RACING
®

2018 - 2019 AUSTRALIAN HOBIE NATIONALS
North Haven, South Australia.
SERIES ONE - 28 to 31 December

SERIES TWO - 02 to 05 January

Hobie 14

Hobie 16 Open

H16 Youth

H16 Masters

H16 Womens
H16 Grand Masters
Hobie 18
Tiger
Wildcat

For more information go to hobiecatnationals.com.au

HOBIE POLARIZED
OVER 35 YEARS OF
DEVELOPMENT
®

In 1982. Hobie Alter, standing on a beach in Dana Point
California, had already revolutionized fun on the water
with his surfboards and Hobie Cat catamarans. It was
from this beach that he envisaged Hobie Polarized
sunglasses. He had one true unwavering vision, to
make a pair of high performing sunglasses with one
important goal…whoever wore them would have fun on
the water.
That was over 35 years ago, and the mission at Hobie
Polarized remains true to the values created by Hobie
Alter in 1982. Build high quality, high functioning
polarized sunglasses that make getting on the water
more fun.
For more information on Hobie Polarized visit
www.hobiepolarized.com.au

HOBIE POLARIZED
LENS TECHNOLOGY
®

Hobie Polarized has always stood for the highest quality polarized lenses which are available in a specialized
range of colours.
At Hobie we make five colour lenses, some have tint
variations, but all are designed for different purposes.
Lens colours aren’t just about looking fashionable on
the water, selecting the right colour for the situation is
extremely important.
Hobie Sea Green Mirror
Providing enhanced colour contrast and glare reduction while lightening shadowy areas. Recommended
for everyday use but especially useful for conditions
with varying light environments and overcast days.
Comes with a copper base lens tint.
Hobie Cobalt Blue Mirror
Cuts blue light to protect your eyes while deep sea
fishing. Recommended for extremely bright light
conditions. Also available with a grey base lens tint.
Hobie Copper
Hobie Copper lenses enhance colour contrast and
provide extremely high resolution. Recommended for
use in bright and overcast conditions, Hobie Copper
allows for heightened perception of colours.
Hobie Grey
Blending green and smoke, this colour tint works
across any outdoor activity. Hobie Grey lenses are
recommended for use in moderate to bright conditions,
where minimal contrast enhancement is necessary.
Hobie Sightmaster
Designed specifically for serious sight fishing. The
Sightmaster lens allows you to see the contrast
between fish and rocks below the surface of the water.
Recommended for low-light, overcast or hazy conditions.

HOBIE
ADVENTURE
ISLAND
®

ISLAND BEACH WHEEL DOLLY
Hobie's Beach Island Dolly was designed to simplify cartage of the
Island series.
The large soft wheels carry the weight of the island with ease over
sand, grass or hard surfaces. The wide cradle supports the weight
and the handle allows easy cart manipulation when unloaded and
easier cart insertion under the boat, plus is also acts as a “kickstand” to hold the cart upright for loading. For compact storage, a
pin system removes the handle and wheels quickly.
MRRP $779.00

SPECIFICATIONS
Crew: 1
Length: 5.05m
Beam (Amas Folded In): 1.12m
Beam (Amas Out): 2.9m
Capacity:181.44kg
Fitted Hull Weight: 46kg
Fully Rigged Weight: 84kg
Mast Length: 5.03m
Sail Area: 6.04m²
Hull: Rotomolded Polyethylene
MRRP $6590.00

HOBIE PET PFD
Why leave family at home while you
enjoy a day on the water? You can
now take your furry friend with you
safely and in Hobie style! with the
Hobie Pet PFD.
Features added flotation as a swim
assist, grab handles, adjustable fit,
leash attachment, side pockets and
soft foam undercarriage support.
Happy days for dogs or maybe even
cats!
MRRP $59.00

The Hobie Mirage Adventure Island is an absolute joy on
the water.
Ride the wind with a roller-furling, vertically battened
mainsail that provides lift, a retractable centreboard
prevents lateral slip, and for convenience the amas
(outriggers) easily tuck parallel against the rotomolded
polyethylene hull.
Multiple hatches, on-deck stowage and Vantage CT Seating encourage multi-day adventures. The MirageDrive
180 offers paddle-free locomotion when the wind drops,
making it easy to get home.
The Adventure Island is also an exceptionally designed
bluewater capable, sailing, fishing and exploration vessel.
Equip an accessory trampoline kit for extra space, walkaround capability and camping equipment. Add a spinnaker kit for more thrills and extended long distance travel.

SPINNAKER KIT MRRP $899.95

SYDNEY
NEWSOUTHWALES
HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 10
®

Atomic round 3 of Hobie Kayak Bream Series 10 was contested over the April 7-8 weekend in unseasonably warm
conditions in Sydney.
The record field of 70 entries, was the biggest for a Sydney
round since the series’ beginnings in 2009. Anglers came
from New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, South
Australia and the Australian Capital Territory and for many
it was their first time fishing the Sydney arena.
On day one 157 fish were brought back to the event site,
weighing a total of 83.83kg. On day two 135 fish weighing
71.75kg were caught, producing, a two-day total 292 fish
which weighed 155.58kg. Surprisingly, the average weight
of 530g was approximately 20% larger than the average
fish caught, in all rounds across Australia, over the last 10
seasons.

Chris Purnell travelled almost to Kurnell to fish on his own,
no other angler came within 1 km of him over the two days
of competition. “We don’t have a lot of structure down the
south coast where I come from. So, I thought if I want to fish
the way I like to fish then I’m going to have to do the miles”.
At the close of the day one session, after cranking all day on
the flats at Towra, except for a few casts at the Towra Point,
Purnell had only caught 3 bream. However, his bag was big
enough to see him sitting in second place on 2.25kg, 180g
behind Kane Terry on 2.43kg.
In the morning on day two with no early fish in the well,
Purnell was getting edgy feeling his place near the top of
the leader board was slipping away. He relaxed a little after
catching his first fish just before 9:00am, with two hours of
the day gone. By around 11am he had a full bag.
He only caught four fish on the day, upgrading around
11:30am, but his excellent 3 fish bag of 2.80kg took him to a
two-day total of 5.05kg, enough to win first place and 920g
ahead of the second place getter.
For the full story, results and pictures visit
www.hobiefishing.com.au

ROUND THREE

BLACKWOOD
RIVER WA
HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 10
®

Power-Pole round four of Hobie Kayak Bream Series
10 saw anglers from Western Australia compete in the
two-day competition on one of the most scenic bream
fisheries on the west coast, Blackwood River. The river has
a reputation similar to that of Forster on the east coast
of Australia, they call it getting “Wooded”, the barnacle
encrusted trees that run along the shore of the river are
home for some pretty smart fish that know how to shred
the line before you even know they are there.
The forecast for the competition over the weekend was
spot on, with both days seeing wind blowing in from the
south to south east. Sunday was the cooler day with the
wind swinging from the south to the south east midmorning.
Bayswater, WA angler Shane Owens jumped from eighth
place to take the win. On day 2 Owens weighed the second
heaviest bag at 1.47kg but when combined with his day one
bag of 1.52kg he took the win by 70 grams. Owens choose
an area close to the Power-Pole Start line because of a
reaction to something he consumed the night before.

But it all seemed like that was always the plan as he had
found fish in that same area on the Friday before the event.
Owens threw lightly weighted grubs and shrimp imitation
soft plastics including the Bait Breath 2.4 inch Chibby in
a bloodworm colour on 1/32 ounce Decoy Nail Bomb jig
heads.
For the full story, results and photos visit
www.hobiefishing.com.au

ROUND FOUR

HOBIE
WINTER WARMERS
®

Those nights and mornings are getting just that little bit cooler and winter is just around the
corner.
To keep you as snug as a bug in a rug, Hobie has a range of stylish mid-weight pigment dyed
hooded pullovers. Made with an ultra-soft cotton/polyester blend, these garments are as
comfortable as they are eye catching. Match them up with our super cosy beanies.
HOBIE HOODIE
• 70% Cotton / 30% polyester
• Thumb holes in cuffs
• Kangaroo Pocket with internal phone
pocket
• Metal Eyelets and Aglets
• Zipper version, 4 colours available
• Non Zipper version 6 colours available
• Small – Extra-large (slim fit)
MRRP $69.95 non zipper hoodie
MRRP $74.95 zippered hoodie
HOBIE RAGG WOOL BEANIE
• Wool outer
• 100% Polar fleece lined
• 8mm thick
• Hobie Metal Badge
• One size fits all
• Available in Heather grey or
Heather Black
MRRP $39.95

Hobie Asia Pacific has partnered with
Gerber to distribute their range of new high
quality fishing tools.
Some fishermen are content to stick to
the beaten path. Others can’t leave it soon
enough. The Gerber Fish collection is built
for the latter, with an innovative lineup of
fishing gear that is purpose-built for the
adventure. A new breed of fishing is here –
Fish Beyond.
Founded in 1939 and based in Portland,
Oregon, USA, Gerber is an American brand
whose products have global reach and
relevance. Carried extensively by hunters,
soldiers and tradesmen, Gerber’s heritage
runs deep. And we are now looking toward
the future, where tomorrow’s problems
will be solved by the next generation of
innovations.
All Gerber products are designed and
engineered in Portland, OR where many
are produced. We also tap our global supply
chain to create a wide range of activity
specific gear for wide variety of consumers.
And no matter what, every product that
bears the Gerber name is backed by our
famous lifetime warranty.
Quality, reliability, innovation. For over
70 years this is what our customers have
expected from us. And whether our products
are used to save time, save the day, or save
a life, Gerber always delivers.
Check out the range in your local store.
Visit www.gerbergear.com

HOBIE ASIA PACIFIC
11 Erina Road,
Huskisson. NSW. 2540.
02 4441 8400
hobie.com.au
HobieCatAsiaPacific
HobieFishingAsiaPacific
HobieSUPAsiaPacific
HobiePolarizedAsiaPacific
IHFWA
Hobie Asia Pacific
hobiefishingaustralasia

hobie.com.au/club

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL HOBIE DEALER

Prices and specifications are correct at the time of printing - May 2018

